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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

NASA METEOROID ENGINEERING MODEL RELEASE 2.0

1.  INTRODUCTION

 The Meteoroid Engineering Model release 2.0 (MEMR2) software is NASA’s most current 
and accurate model of the meteoroid environment. MEMR2 supersedes all previous versions of 
Meteoroid Engineering Model (MEM), including MEM release 1.0c and previously internally con-
trolled and released versions of MEMCxP v2.0 and LunarMEM v2.0. Earlier versions of MEM 
superseded older models of the meteoroid environment such as the Grün model1 and its derivative, 
Space Station Specification SSP 30425.2,3 MEMR2 has been integrated into the Cross Program 
Design Specification for Natural Environments (SLS-SPEC-159, Revision B) and is being used to 
assess meteoroid impact risk by a number of NASA programs, including Commercial Crew (R. 
Suggs, Personal Communication, 2015).

 MEMR2 offers several improvements over previous releases, one of which is an integrated 
user interface for spacecraft in orbit around the Earth, Moon, and Sun. Certain functionality 
found only in the former Constellation versions, MEMCxP and LunarMEM, has been incorpo-
rated into each of the three submodels packaged in MEM. MEMR2 does not include the pen-
etrating flux calculation capability found in EarthMEM v2.1 and IPMEM v2.1. Because there are 
numerous situations where this information could be misused and misinterpreted, the development 
team decided to remove this capability at this time in favor of only providing engineering environ-
ment descriptions. The graphical user interface (GUI) has been updated to include a new out-
put coordinate frame selection, a new output plotting capability, and three output file resolution 
choices.

 MEMR2 also incorporates a refinement of the near-Earth meteoroid environment in the 
form of an updated particle speed distribution that better matches ground-based meteor radar 
observations. Previous releases of the model produced speed distributions that underrepresented 
particles faster than 40 km/s relative to radar observations. The speed distribution bins are also 
now uniform in width, having user-selected widths of 2, 4, and 5 km/s.

1.1  History

 Prior to the establishment of the NASA Meteoroid Environment Office (MEO), NASA’s 
meteoroid environment models relied on a simple empirical expression derived from Grün et al.,1 
as described in Boeder et al.2 and later in Smith3 (hereafter referred to as Technical Memorandum 
(TM) 4527). This expression described the meteoroid flux incident on a flat plate near 1 au. Tech-
nical Memorandum 4527 assumed an isotropic environment, making the orientation of the plate 
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irrelevant.4 The flux was combined with scale factors to account for the reduction in flux occur-
ring when the Earth shields the spacecraft from a portion of the meteoroid environment and the 
enhancement in flux due to the focusing effect of Earth’s gravitational field. Technical Memoran-
dum 4527 also introduced a crude, piecewise meteoroid speed distribution with an average velocity 
of 19 km/s for an orbiting spacecraft (based on Kessler5). Finally, TM 4527 assumed a three-step 
density distribution in which dust particles smaller than 10−6 g have a density of 2 g/cm3, micro-
meteoroids between 10−6 g and 0.01 g have a density of 1 g/cm3, and meteoroids larger than 0.01 g 
have a density of 0.5 g/cm3. Thus, the meteoroid model presented in TM 4527 was assembled from 
multiple independent sources. The model of TM 4527 was also used for years in space station risk 
assessments, and is described in SSP 30425.2

 Although TM 4527 was the first effort to build a comprehensive model of the meteoroid 
environment, it was never formally peer reviewed and does not accurately reproduce crater counts 
on low-Earth-orbiting spacecraft.6 As a result, TM 4527 underrepresents the risk of meteoroid 
impacts posed to spacecraft in low-Earth orbit (LEO). The subsequent review of NASA’s meteor-
oid models by several independent boards led to the development of a new model whose flux and 
speed were consistent with the observations and physics. This model forms the basis of MEM and 
is described in detail in section 2.

 The MEO was established under the Office of Safety and Mission Assurance in October 
2004 at Marshall Space Flight Center. The MEO is responsible for defining the meteoroid environ-
ment and providing support to NASA programs and projects for spacecraft engineering and opera-
tions. In order to accomplish this task, the MEO funds and conducts research in various areas 
of meteor science in order to develop engineering environment models for NASA programs and 
projects. The formation of this office is due in large part to several independent study and panel 
recommendations such as the report of the Columbia Accident Investigation Board.7 Observa-
tions, findings, and recommendations from these reports agreed that current meteoroid environ-
ment models were inadequate and that a central NASA technical authority should be designated to 
coordinate the development and review of an Agency-wide meteoroid model.

1.2  Model Requirements

 MEM’s target audience is spacecraft design engineers and analysts, and its intended purpose 
is to provide a meteoroid environment description suitable for performing risk assessments of par-
ticle penetration. In order to meet the needs of its target audience, MEM must provide an accurate 
description of the environment in a useful format and with minimal computation time. Like all 
engineering environment models, it must describe the environment in terms that are useful to the 
design engineer in the particle range considered threatening to the spacecraft.

 The risk of spacecraft penetration is higher when the number of incident particles is larger, 
making meteoroid flux one of the key outputs of MEM. However, the response of spacecraft  
shield materials to a meteoroid impact depends on the particle’s size, density, relative speed, and 
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impact angle. The smallest particle capable of damaging a spacecraft component is determined by 
ballistic limit equations, which take all of these properties as inputs (see Christiansen and Kerr8  
for examples). Additionally, determining the directionality of the environment is critical for plan-
ning shield placement. To meet these needs, MEM reports not only the total meteoroid flux, but 
also the flux as a function of speed and direction for a user-determined minimum meteoroid 
mass. Note that meteoroid environments are typically described using grams for the unit of mass, 
whereas orbital debris environment descriptions use size in centimeters or millimeters. This is 
because the fundamental equations of meteor physics have mass as the primary variable, while 
orbital debris measurements are based on radar cross section (size).

1.3  Model Limitations

 Engineering environment models support programs and projects in the design phase of the 
spacecraft lifecycle. They are not meant to predict either the short-term perturbations that may 
occur during a specific year or month of a mission nor the long-term changes that take place as the 
environment evolves over tens of thousands of years. For the purposes of planning a mission, the 
meteoroid environment in the year 2020 is no different than the environment in the year 2000; the 
changes that take place over a 20-year period pale in comparison to the differences in the meteor-
oid flux relative to two different spacecraft trajectories. Therefore, MEM describes only the spo-
radic meteoroid complex, or background meteoroid environment, which is constant from year to 
year.

 Although MEM models the dynamics of only sporadic meteors, meteor showers contribute 
≈10% of the total flux in the threat regime.9,10 MEM reports the total flux contributed by all mete-
ors, including shower meteors, even though the short-term variations in the flux caused by these 
showers is not captured. The MEO models meteor showers, storms, and outbursts separately; while 
these models are not publicly available, the MEO does provide annual shower forecasts to programs 
and projects on request.

 MEM also restricts its environment description to particle sizes that are considered to be 
potentially ‘damaging.’ Space shuttle radiators, for instance, were sensitive to impacts from debris 
particles as small as 100 mm in diameter.11 MEM takes these findings into account by modeling 
meteoroids as small as 10−6 g, which corresponds to 124 mm in diameter for a density of 1 g/cm3. 
Particles smaller than this limit are considered ‘dust’ and are not modeled. Therefore, MEM is not 
an appropriate choice for modeling the degradation of sensitive surfaces such as optics or solar 
arrays by interplanetary dust.

 MEM describes the meteoroid environment in the inner solar system between heliocentric 
distances of 0.2 and 2 au. It should not be used to assess meteoroid impact risk outside this region. 
Gravitational focusing and shielding effects are computed only for the Earth and the Moon; no 
other planetary submodels are available at the time of writing.
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1.4  Version History

 The following is a history of MEM and details of its various versions from 2004 to 2015:

• MEM version 1.0, May 2004—The first version released was valid only for interplanetary  
spacecraft. The GUI was very simple and required only an input file of state vectors and an out-
put file name. The model produced two output files. One output file described average fluxes and 
speeds for the surfaces of a basic cube-shaped spacecraft. The other output provided a composite 
non-normalized speed distribution.

• MEM version 1.5, September 2004—Version 1.5 was also valid only for interplanetary space-
craft. The GUI was updated to include new features. The output file formats and help files were 
both updated as well. The source code was revised to produce results for additional surfaces and 
the output file formatting was modified. The speed distribution output was changed to a normal-
ized distribution.

• MEM release 1.0, February 2007—Starting with MEM release 1.0, a single MEM release 
included two submodels. This release contained an interplanetary meteoroid model (IPMEM ver-
sion 1.6) and a newly developed EarthMEM model (version 1.0) for Earth-orbiting spacecraft. 
The output files were updated to include new output values and surface distributions. A new 
summary table was added at the end of the main results that describes the average environment 
for all input states. A gravitational focusing algorithm and planet-centered state vector input 
coordinate frame option were introduced for EarthMEM. Users were given a choice of output 
angular resolution and velocity bin size for output data display. Errors were fixed in the velocity 
distribution output file rendering and penetration equation flux calculations. Memory allocation 
and array accessing improvements were included.

• MEM release 1.0a, December 2007—IPMEM was updated to correct a variable initialization bug 
in the calculation of the SpdDisti.out output file. The word ‘normalized’ was removed from the 
velocity distribution output files in both IPMEM and EarthMEM. Both models’ help files were 
updated. The IPMEM version number was incremented to 1.6a.

• MEM release 1.0b, January 2008—The flux averaging technique used to produce the sum-
mary table in the main results file for both IPMEM and EarthMEM was changed to use a flux- 
weighted averaging scheme. All distributions in the main results file and velocity distribution file 
reported fractional fluxes rather than normalized fluxes. All average surface speed values in the 
summary table were calculated from their respective distributions. IPMEM received a bug fix to 
correct the use of a non-normalized unit vector to calculate the +Z surface flux distribution. The 
velocity distribution output file calculation method was made consistent with the speed distri-
bution and direction output file. Both help files were updated. IPMEM and EarthMEM model 
numbers were incremented to 2.0.
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 – A special note was sent to users on January 14, 2008, indicating that the Sun-oriented surface 
average speed in the summary table of EarthMEM was incorrectly calculated. Users were 
instructed to use the distribution to find the average speed. The anti-sunward surface aver-
age speed in the summary table of IPMEM was also incorrectly calculated; users were again 
instructed to use the distribution to find the average speed.

• MEM release 1.0c, January 2008—Both IPMEM and EarthMEM were updated to fix the Sun-
oriented and anti-Sun surface average speed calculation in the summary table of the main results 
file. This repaired the problem discussed in the special note sent to users about MEM release 1.0b 
and removed the need for a user workaround. Additionally, the ‘About’ dialogs in the GUIs and 
the help files were updated to display the correct version numbering.

• MEMCxP v1.0, May 2007—MEMCxP denotes a special version of MEM released to the Con-
stellation Program and its support contractors. This version was a variation of the EarthMEM 
model from MEM release 1.0c. A random draw routine was developed to randomly sample 
points from the input state vector file (saving run time for month- or year-long missions). The 
random-draw feature enabled the computation of basic statistical quantities such as the aver-
age and standard deviation of the flux. Note that this standard deviation does not represent the 
uncertainty in the environment; rather, it quantifies the variation in flux experienced along the 
chosen trajectory. A new output file was developed to support the use of MEM results with the 
risk assessment code BUMPER. This output file reported fluxes within a ‘threat igloo’; i.e., it 
reported the flux per speed bin for quasi-equal area igloo bins in azimuth and elevation in the 
body-centered frame. User options to select output file resolution for the igloo maps and speed 
distribution maps were available in this version.

• MEMCxP v2.0, January 2008—As stated above, MEMCxP denotes a special version of MEM 
released to the Constellation Program and its support contractors. This version was a variation 
of the EarthMEM model from MEM release 1.0c with additional enhancements. A sequential 
read option was added to allow users to choose between reading states sequentially or randomly 
selecting points from the input state vector. Memory allocation was improved, and a bug was 
fixed in the averaging of distributions for the main output file.

• LunarMEM v1.0, November 2007—LunarMEM was a special version released to the Constella-
tion Program and its support contractors. This new lunar model described the meteoroid envi-
ronment for spacecraft orbiting the Moon. It provided a sequential state vector selection option 
and a random draw routine as described in MEMCxP. Variable output file resolution options for 
the speed distribution map and threat igloo files were available.

• LunarMEM v2.0, January 2008—As stated above, LunarMEM was a special version released to 
the Constellation Program and its support contractors. Version 2.0 fixed a bug in the averaging of 
distributions in the main output file.
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• MEMR2.0, October 2013—MEMR2 packaged three submodels: EarthMEM, IPMEM, and 
LunarMEM. This release repackaged and updated the individual submodels with new user 
options for turning off  output files, improved random number generation, threat igloo output 
files, combined output resolution selection, speed distribution plotting, an expanded user’s guide, 
and a speed distribution correction for EarthMEM that better matched radar meteor observa-
tions. MEMR2.0 was the first version of MEMR2 and was provided only to a select group of 
beta testers.

• MEMR2.0.1, January 2014—This point release repaired a software bug in which occasional 
negative fluxes occurred in the Earth submodel.

• MEMR2.0.2, March 2014—This point release introduced two additional improvements. First, it 
ensured that the main results file is overwritten for each new run, even if  the user does not change 
the file name. This made it less likely that the user obtained erroneous fluxes by leaving the results 
of previous runs in the working directory. Second, MEMR2.0.1 fixed a GUI bug in which it was 
impossible to change the submodel choice after clicking the lunar submodel option.

• MEMR2.0.4, September 2014—This point release fixed two additional user-reported bugs. First, 
it fixed a bug in which the software quits without completing postprocessing when the random 
draw feature was used in conjunction with the interplanetary submodel. Second, it fixed a bug in 
which MEM processed only the first 48 two-line elements (TLEs) provided by the user.

• MEMR2.0.5, July 2015—This point release corrects the calculation of the meteoroid flux onto 
rotating surfaces. Prior versions simply reported the average of the flux on four sides of the 
stationary cube, which can over- or underreport portions of the meteoroid environment by up to 
30%. MEMR2 now reports the flux on the rotating surface correctly (see sec. 4.3.3 for details). 
MEMR2.0.5 also corrects a minor bug in which the rotation mode was marked incorrectly in the 
output file headers, and improves the text alignment in the output files as well. The improved ran-
dom number generation algorithm introduced in MEMR2 for state vector selection was applied 
throughout the code; users may see differences in the output values of ≈1%. Finally, all calcula-
tions now make use of double floating point precision.
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2.  THE MEM ENVIRONMENT MODEL

 This section describes MEM’s underlying environment model and its validation. As its name 
describes, MEM is an engineering model to be used in characterizing meteoroid particles consid-
ered a threat to manned and unmanned NASA spacecraft. The threat regime consists of particles 
with masses between 10−6 g and 10 g; particles smaller than 10−6 g are unlikely to penetrate space-
craft materials, and particles larger than 10 g are too rare to pose significant risk. Thus, observa-
tions or measurements of particles outside this mass range pose little risk and are not used as 
validation datasets.

 NASA programs and projects must consider the meteoroid environment when designing 
spacecraft. Risk assessments require environmental parameters such as flux, velocity, density, and 
directionality to compute the probability of no penetration or impact. A valid meteoroid model 
must therefore accurately represent the observations and measurements in these four areas. This 
section describes the flux, velocity, density, and directionality of MEMR2 output as compared to 
observations.

2.1  Flux

 MEM fluxes are calibrated to the Grün interplanetary flux. For example, the cross-sectional 
flux of meteoroids 10−6 g and larger computed by MEMR2 for a circular, ecliptic orbit at 1 au 
is 5.71 m−2 yr−1. For comparison, the Grün flux, computed using the formula of TM 4527, is 
5.95 m−2 yr−1. MEMR2 calculates flux as a function of mass using equation (7-4) of TM 4527. 
This mass dependence is depicted in figure 1.
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2.2  Directionality

 The directionality of the sporadic environment has been known to be anisotropic for some 
time. Mid-twentieth century meteor radar surveys revealed concentrations of sporadic meteor radi-
ants within the ecliptic plane.12,13 These radiant concentrations are separated from the sunward 
and anti-sunward directions by about 20° and have been termed the ‘helion’ and ‘antihelion’ spo-
radic sources. Later surveys uncovered additional concentrations just north and south of the apex 
direction (i.e., the ‘north apex’ and ‘south apex’ sources).14 The final two radiant concentrations are 
the north and south toroidal sources, which lie 60° north and south of the apex direction.15 In all 
cases, these sources are named according to their location relative to the Earth’s motion within the 
ecliptic plane; ‘apex’ refers to the Earth’s ram direction, while ‘north’ and ‘south’ refer specifically 
to ecliptic north and ecliptic south.

 It is clear from these surveys that the meteoroid environment cannot be accurately described 
using an isotropic model. Directionality must be taken into account, or meteoroid impact risk on 
sunward-facing surfaces, for instance, could be substantially underestimated. Risk assessments 
therefore require a directional meteoroid model.

 Early directional models were constructed in an empirical manner (e.g., Divine16); one 
major limitation to this approach is that most meteoroid surveys are Earth-based. Meteoroid data 
outside of near-Earth space is severely limited in comparison; impact detectors record compara-
tively few impacts and do not measure meteoroid directionality, while zodiacal light measurements 
probe a two-dimensional projection of a population of meteoroids that lie below the threat regime.

 In contrast, the meteoroid model of Jones10 is a physics-based model, calibrated to match 
Earth-based meteoroid surveys. This model uses the orbits of known comets to generate a dynami-
cally plausible meteoroid population. Radiation pressure, Poynting-Robertson drag, and collisions 
affect the characteristics of this population and all are taken into account. The model is con-
strained using the particle distribution as a function of heliocentric distance derived from zodiacal 
light and the directionality and particle size distribution observed on Earth by meteor radar  
surveys.

 The Jones model10 forms the core of MEM. The sporadic directionality as modeled by 
MEMR2 reproduces the directionality observed by both historical meteor surveys and more recent 
surveys conducted by the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR) (fig. 2).
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Figure 2.  Interplanetary meteoroid directionality as calculated by MEMR2 for (a) a 1-au 
orbit and (b) as observed by CMOR. Meteor radiants are shown in Sun-centered 
ecliptic coordinates, in which the center of the plot is aligned with the Earth’s 
direction of motion. Southern radiants are not visible from CMOR’s location.
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2.3  Velocity Distribution

The meteoroid environment has a distribution of speeds rather than a single representative 
velocity. Earlier versions of MEM produced a velocity distribution that resembled the observed 
distribution, albeit with an apparent underrepresentation of high-speed meteoroids (see fig. 3). 
Following a recommendation from Squire et al.,17 the Earth submodel of MEMR2 was adjusted to 
increase the proportion of high-speed meteoroids.
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Figure 3.  The meteoroid velocity distribution at the top of the atmosphere (100 km alti-
tude). The distribution as observed by CMOR (blue dots) and as modeled using 
MEM release 1.0c (red) is taken from figure 7.1-2 of Squire et al.17 The velocity 
distribution modeled using MEMR2 is overlaid in black. 

2.4  Density

 Greater than 90% of sporadic meteoroids are cometary in origin. They are porous conglom-
erates of ice and dust with a mean bulk density close to that of water. Suggs et al.18 compiled  
a database of over 1,000 meteoroid densities derived from ALTAIR radar measurements of meteor 
atmospheric decelerations; the distribution is presented in figure 4.
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F4_1532Figure 4.  The meteoroid density distribution observed by ALTAIR using (a) ultra-high 
frequency and (b) very high frequency modes. Originals from Suggs et al.18

 Mean bulk densities determined by the 3D spherical and overdense theories were 0.6  
± 0.5 g/cm3 and 0.7 ± 0.6 g/cm3, respectively. These data are valid over the 10−6 to 10−4 g mass 
range, which lies within the threat regime. These measured densities are consistent with those  
determined by other researchers, a summary of which is available in Suggs et al.18 MEMR2 uses  
a constant meteoroid density of 1 g/cm3, which is comparable to the ALTAIR values.
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3.  SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION AND USER INSTRUCTIONS

 MEMR2 offers several new features that were previously available only in internally con-
trolled versions, such as a random draw feature. Other features have been removed or simplified, 
and technical issues have been addressed. Unlike all previous releases, MEMR2 integrates three 
individual environment submodels that describe the meteoroid environment near the Earth, Moon, 
and in interplanetary space into one package. Each of these submodels is based on the same core 
meteoroid source distributions; however, the Earth and lunar submodels also take gravitational 
focusing and shielding into account.

 Typical uses for MEM output files include spacecraft shield designs and risk assessments. 
These analyses may make use of the risk assessment tool known as BUMPER; MEM’s threat igloo 
output files are consistent with the BUMPER input format (see sec. 3.4.3 for more information).

3.1  Software Installation and Removal

 MEMR2 is distributed via the MEO website; users can request the software by completing 
the required web form. The software is delivered in the form of a zip file. After the file is unzipped, 
the user can run the included executable, setup.exe, to install the software and its support files 
and directories. This installer will place the model executable and binary source files in the Win-
dows → Start Menu → Programs directory by default. However, successful execution of the soft-
ware is dependent on the user having read-write privileges in the MEMR2 directory, and the user 
should select an installation directory that meets those requirements. Installation does not require  
a system reboot, and the user will receive an alert message when setup is complete.

 Do not remove or rename the main executable or support files that are installed. This 
includes the program and its associated binary files (listed in table 2 in sec. 3.4). Model-generated 
output files can be freely moved, copied, or renamed; in fact, it is necessary to do so in order to 
keep them from being overwritten by subsequent runs.

 MEMR2 also comes with an ‘uninstall’ option for cleanly removing the software. Before 
uninstalling the software, first move any desired output files to another location external to the 
MEM directory. To remove MEMR2, select the uninstall option from the Windows → Start 
Menu → Programs → NASA Meteoroid Engineering Model menu. This will remove the MEMR2 
directory and all the files the directory contains.
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 Installing MEMR2 will not overwrite older versions of MEM or other MEO software 
products. Instead, the default installation option will place MEMR2 alongside these programs in 
the same NASA MEO folder under Windows → Start Menu → Programs. Older versions or other 
programs do not need to be uninstalled to run newer versions. However, the MEO advises discon-
tinuing the use of older versions of MEM in favor of using MEMR2, and no longer supports older 
versions. 

 A list of common issues the user may encounter and the fixes for them are included in 
appendix A. MEMR2’s minimum system requirements are as follows:

• Microsoft Windows XP or later.
• 512 MB RAM.
• 1.5 GB available disk space.
• A display resolution at least 768 pixels in height.

3.2  Program Execution

 MEMR2’s core files consist of a single executable and six binary source files that are used to 
calculate meteoroid fluxes. A user’s guide is located in the MEMR2 directory in PDF format along 
with the executable and binary source files. All model-generated output files will be placed in this 
working directory as well. The user’s input file must also be located in this main working directory 
in order for the model to run completely.

 Users interact with the MEMR2 application through a GUI. This GUI will prompt the user 
to select one of three submodels, depending on whether the spacecraft is orbiting the Earth, the 
Moon, or is traveling through interplanetary space. Only one submodel can be used at a time; to 
run another submodel, the user must exit the active model and restart MEMR2. Once a submodel 
has been selected, a second window prompts the user for run parameters. During normal opera-
tion, some input fields will appear inactive or ‘grayed-out’ to ensure correct parameter combina-
tions or selection order. Section 3.2.2 contains detailed instructions for input parameter choices. 
Figure 5 provides a high-level illustration of the order of inputs and program flow.
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 Depending on the number of state vectors in the input file, MEM run times can vary from 
minutes to hours. A faster CPU will reduce the runtime, but MEMR2 has not been parallelized 
and will not take advantage of multiple processors. The number of state vectors also increases the 
disk space needed for output files; users can use table 1 to assess whether they have sufficient disk 
space for a MEM run. Users should be able to evaluate several thousand state vectors at once with 
MEMR2. For particularly long or detailed trajectories, users should consider dividing the trajec-
tory into multiple input files or, if  appropriate, using the random draw feature to analyze only  
a subset of the input state vectors.

Table 1.  Typical MEM output file sizes for each choice of resolution. The size of the main 
results file will vary depending on the number of state vectors used; more state 
vectors or a larger random draw will increase the file size.

Output File 1° × 1° × 2 km/s 4° × 4° × 4 km/s 5° × 5° × 5 km/s

Main Results File Variable Variable Variable

AvgResults.out  7–13 kB 4–7 kB 3–6 kB 

AvgSpdDist.out 35–77 MB 1.1–2.4 MB 598 kB–1.2 MB 

SpdDistMapX.out 35–77 MB 1.1–2.4 MB 598 kB–1.2 MB

AvgMEMIglooDist.out 24–48 MB 835 kB–1.6 MB 468–852 kB

 MEM generates several sets of output files (see sec. 3.4); these files will be stored in the 
MEMR2 directory and will follow the naming convention outlined in table 2. Some of these files, 
which appear in table 2 in gray, are deleted upon the completion of a run unless the user opts to 
‘keep intermediate files.’ If  the user wishes to permanently keep any output files generated by  
a particular run, he or she must move the files to another directory before using the software again.
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Table 2.  Files located in the working directory upon installation and after  
a typical MEM run.

File Name Description
MEMR2.exe MEMR2 executable.
bin1.dat, bin2.dat, bin3.dat, 
bin4.dat, bin5.dat, bin6.dat

Meteoroid population source files and fit files.

usernamed.txt or *.in
(e.g., MySatStateVectors.txt)

User-generated input file—Must have the format 
specified in section 3.2.2.2.

AvgMEMIglooDist.out Average threat igloo file—Reports flux averaged 
over all input state vectors.

userselectedname.out

AvgResults.out

Main output file—Reports average flux per speed 
bin and over the surfaces of a simple cube-shaped 
spacecraft for each input state vector.

Average results file—Reports flux averaged over all 
input state vectors.

SpdDistMapi.out Intermediate speed distribution map files—These 
files list flux per chosen degree resolution in azimuth 
and elevation and by chosen speed resolution bin.

AvgResults.out Average speed distribution map file—Average of 
all intermediate map files evaluated at each state 
vector from input file.

StdDevResults.out

StdDevSpdDist.out

Main standard deviations file—Reports standard 
deviations corresponding to the average fluxes in 
AvgResults.out.

Speed distribution standard deviation file—Reports 
standard deviations corresponding to the average 
fluxes per speed bin in AvgSpdDist.out. (The output 
of these two files will be suppressed if the user 
chooses not tooutput standard deviation files).

3.2.1  Choosing a Submodel

 MEMR2 offers the user a choice of calculating the meteoroid environment near Earth, the 
Moon, or in interplanetary space (see fig. 6). A nearby planet or moon can gravitationally focus the 
meteoroid flux or shield a spacecraft from a portion of the environment. It is therefore important 
to choose the correct submodel. The user may use the following distances as a guide:

• Earth submodel: up to 925,000 km from the Earth’s center.
• Lunar submodel: up to 66,000 km from the Moon’s center.
• Interplanetary submodel: more than 925,000 km from the Earth and 66,000 km from the Moon.
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Figure 6.  MEMR2 main user interface. The software requires the user to select a submodel 
before proceeding.

 After choosing a submodel, the user will then be presented with a second GUI. Figure 7 
shows the user interface for Earth-orbiting spacecraft, figure 8 shows the user interface for Moon-
orbiting spacecraft, and figure 9 shows the user interface for interplanetary spacecraft trajectories. 
Transfer orbits (i.e., trajectories for spacecraft that pass from Earth orbit to lunar orbit or from 
Earth orbit to interplanetary space) require multiple MEM runs. The trajectory should be divided 
into pieces depending on whether the spacecraft lies near the Moon, the Earth, or neither.
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Figure 7.  User interface for Earth-orbiting spacecraft.
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Figure 8.  User interface for lunar-orbiting spacecraft.
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Figure 9.  User interface for interplanetary spacecraft.
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3.2.2  Input Parameter Choices

 The user has the ability to make a number of choices that influence MEM’s calculations and 
outputs. The following subsections describe each of these options.

 3.2.2.1  Cartesian or Two-Line Element Input (Earth Orbit Only).  In the case of a lunar or 
interplanetary orbit, trajectory information must be provided in the form of a series of Cartesian 
state vectors (see sec. 3.3.1 for more details). However, trajectories for Earth-orbiting satellites may 
be entered as a series of TLE sets. Note that the use of TLEs precludes the option to draw random 
state vectors from the user’s input file (sec. 3.2.2.9) and that the user should make sure that the 
orbit or trajectory is well-sampled (sec. 3.3.2).

 3.2.2.2  Input Filename.  The user may enter the absolute path of the input file or select it 
using the file browser. Please ensure that the input file lies in the same directory as the MEMR2 
executable.

 3.2.2.3  Output Filename.  The user must enter the name of the primary output file; this will 
be the only output file with a user-determined filename. This file will be deposited in the same direc-
tory as the MEMR2 executable. MEM will not append a file extension; the user can choose ‘.out’ 
for the sake of consistency.

 3.2.2.4  Spacecraft Orientation.  The user may choose from three possible spacecraft orienta-
tions. In the first of these choices (‘cube, ram faces velocity vector’), the spacecraft maintains the 
same orientation relative to its instantaneous velocity vector and displacement from the submodel’s 
central body (Earth, Moon, or Sun; see sec. 4.2 for a depiction of coordinate frames). Alternatively, 
the user can choose to have the spacecraft rotate about its angular momentum or velocity vectors. 
The choice of orientation affects the flux columns reported in the primary, user-named output file; 
all other output files are unaffected. See section 3.4 for a discussion of output file content.

 3.2.2.5  Limiting Mass.  The user may specify the base-10 logarithm of the limiting mass. 
The user is restricted to choosing a value between –6 and 1, corresponding to 10−6 and 10 g, 
respectively. The field is prepopulated with a default value of –6. MEM will calculate the meteoroid 
flux for particles greater than or equal to the chosen limiting mass. See section 2.1 for an overview 
of the mass distribution. MEM assumes a constant meteoroid density of 1 g/cm3; the user may use 
this density to convert between mass and size.

 3.2.2.6  Output Coordinate Frame.  The user may choose between two output coordinate 
frames: body-fixed and inertial. The body-fixed frame is determined by the velocity and position of 
the vehicle (see sec. 4.2). The inertial frame is the same as that for Cartesian state vector input files: 
J2000 Earth-centered inertial (ECI) for Earth-orbiting spacecraft, J2000 Moon-centered inertial 
(MCI) for Moon-orbiting spacecraft, and J2000 ecliptic for interplanetary spacecraft. Thus, the 
user may opt to receive MEM output in the same coordinate frame as the input files. This is a new 
feature of MEMR2.
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 3.2.2.7  Output Standard Deviation Files.  The user may opt to output standard deviation 
files (described in sec. 3.4.1.3). The standard deviation files characterize the variation of the flux 
along the spacecraft’s trajectory; it does not provide information on environment uncertainty. The 
default is to suppress output.

 3.2.2.8  Output Intermediate Distribution Files.  For each state vector or heading in the input 
file, MEM computes the meteoroid environment relative to the spacecraft. MEM produces an out-
put file for each state vector containing this instantaneous flux information. At the conclusion of  
a run, MEM averages the flux over these intermediate files to determine the average flux encoun-
tered by the spacecraft over its entire trajectory. Although the default option is to delete these 
intermediate files at the end of a run, the user does have the option to keep these files. However, 
maintaining these intermediate files for numerous long MEM runs can quickly deplete disk space.

 3.2.2.9  Run Type.  If  the user has selected a Cartesian state vector input file (rather than 
TLEs), MEMR2 provides the option to compute the flux using a randomly selected subset of state 
vectors. Once the random run type has been selected, the user can enter the desired number of ran-
dom draws. MEMR2 samples the state vectors with replacements; the selected subset may therefore 
contain duplicate state vectors.

 The original input file will always cover the trajectory more fully than a randomly selected 
subsample drawn from it. Therefore, as with all run types, the user should take care that the input 
file covers the trajectory well, and that a large enough subsample is drawn. Users are advised to 
vary the number of random draws; if  a large enough sample has been drawn, the results will not 
vary significantly. Note, however, that passing this test does not guarantee that the original input 
file adequately covers the trajectory.

 The MEO has established random draw guidelines for selected basic missions that ensure 
adequate coverage of the variation in directionality. The MEO generated state vectors at 1-min 
intervals for these missions and determined the minimum number of random draws for which 
meteoroid flux results converged in testing. These guidelines will not cover every type of orbit or 
mission; if  the user’s specific mission is not mentioned, use the above guidance for choosing  
an appropriate number of random draws. The minimum number of random draws established by 
the MEO are as follows:

• 1-year mission docked to the International Space Station (ISS): 4,000 random draws.
• 2-week mission docked to ISS: 1,500 random draws.
• 4-day lunar transit mission (typical Apollo trajectory): 1,500 random draws.
 – Note that this mission extends outward only to the Moon’s sphere of influence.
• 3-day LEO mission with 28.5° inclination and 300 km altitude: 1,500 random draws.

 3.2.2.10  Output Resolution.  The user can choose between three output resolutions in angle 
and speed. Choosing a coarser resolution will result in smaller output files and less detailed envi-
ronment data. The default choice is the coarsest: 5° angular increments and 5 km/s speed incre-
ments. Table 1 gives approximate output file size for each choice of output resolution.
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3.2.3  Computation of the Meteoroid Environment

 Once all input parameters have been specified, the user can begin the environment calcu-
lation using the ‘Calculate’ button. Alternatively, the user may choose to exit the program, view 
application information, or view the help documentation.

 Once ‘Calculate’ is chosen, MEMR2 begins to compute the meteoroid flux relative to the 
spacecraft for the provided or selected input state vectors. The program notifies the user via a pop-
up window when the calculation is complete. Run time varies with system specifications, the length 
of the input files, and the choice of input parameters. It is recommended that new users use a short 
input file or small random draw number in conjunction with a coarse resolution in order to quickly 
become familiarized with the program.

3.2.4  Viewing Results

 Once the calculation is complete, the user must press ‘OK’ in the notification window in 
order to return to the main GUI. At this point, the user may elect to view the primary output file 
or to plot the speed distribution. Section 3.4 describes the output files in more detail.

3.2.5  Notifications and Status Reporting

 MEMR2 execution status and notifications are shown in two places. Model progress is 
indicated in the dialog menu bar, which will report the number of the state vector or TLE under 
evaluation. The menu bar will also indicate when the program is ‘idle.’ There is a second message 
bar beneath the ‘View Results’ and ‘Plot Speed Distribution’ buttons that alerts the user when the 
program has successfully completed. A small dialog box will also appear when calculations are 
complete, prompting user to accept the notification in order to return to the user interface and view 
results or make plots.

3.3  Input Files

 Because MEMR2 provides trajectory-specific meteoroid environment data, the user must 
provide an input file containing trajectory information. This file can take the format of either  
a series of Cartesian state vectors or a series of TLE sets.

 The state vectors in the input file can be sequential or correspond to random points in time. 
MEMR2 will produce a ‘snapshot’ of the meteoroid environment as seen from each state vector 
and construct an average environment using these snapshots. Each state vector will receive equal 
weight; therefore, sampling the spacecraft state vector at equal time intervals is recommended to 
avoid underweighting part of the trajectory.
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3.3.1  Cartesian State Vector Input File Format

 In order to accommodate trajectory data generated with the popular Systems Tool Kit 
(STK) (<http://www.agi.com/products/stk/modules/default.aspx/id/stk-free>), MEM assumes that 
the first six lines of an input file are header. The contents of this header are irrelevant and may be 
left empty, but no data will be used prior to line 7 of the input file. Starting on line 7, the input file 
lines must consist of a Julian date (in units of days) followed by x, y, z, vx, vy, and vz coordinates 
of the spacecraft (in units of km and km/s, respectively). Individual numbers must be separated by 
whitespace; the required format is shown in table 3, and an example input file is shown in figure 10.

Table 3.  Cartesian state vector input file format. The required units are days 
for Julian dates, km for positional data, and km/s for velocity data. 

1 Header text—No required format other than six-line requirement.
2
3
4
5
6
7 Julian Date No. 1 x1 y1 z1 vx,1 vy,1 vz,1

8 Julian Date No. 2 x2 y2 z2 vx,2 vy,2 vz,2 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
N + 6 Julian Date No. N xN yN zN vx,N vy,N vz,N

Figure 10. Example Cartesian state vector input file generated with STK. This file 
describes part of ISS trajectory and is therefore in ECI coordinates.
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 The input file must also satisfy the following requirements:

• State vectors should be in either J2000 ECI or equatorial coordinates.
• Outside of the header, there should be no commas, brackets, parentheses, or any other symbol or 

character other than the columns of numbers.
• Floating point, integers, scientific, or engineering representation are acceptable number formats.
• There should no ‘return’ character or spaces beyond the last digit of the last speed value. The 

cursor should end at the end of the state vector and not on the line following it.

3.3.2  Two-Line Element Input File Format

 The Earth submodel of MEMR2 accepts TLE sets as input. TLE input files must start on 
line 1 and consist of TLE sets describing the spacecraft’s orbit at an instant in time in a true equa-
tor, mean equinox of epoch (TEME) reference frame. While Cartesian state vector input files allot 
exactly one line to each point in time, TLE sets, by definition, require two lines. TLE format is very 
specific and is described in detail by CelesTrak (<http://celestrak.com/NORAD/documentation/tle-
fmt.asp>). An example TLE input file is shown in figure 11.

Figure 11.  Example TLE input file.
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 The input file must also satisfy the following requirements:

• TLEs must be in a TEME reference frame (<http://www.celestrak.com/columns/v04n05/index.
asp#FAQ07>).

• There should be no commas, brackets, parentheses, or any other symbol or character other than 
the columns of numbers as described in NORAD TLE documentation.

• There should no ‘return’ character or spaces beyond the last digit of the last TLE. The cursor 
should stop at the end of the last state vector and not on the following line.

 MEMR2 will compute the meteoroid flux relative to each TLE provided. It does not ‘fill 
in’ the spacecraft’s trajectory between TLEs. The user should therefore carefully examine the set 
of available TLEs; if  new TLEs are computed once per orbit, for example, the results will not be a 
good representation of the meteoroid environment seen along the entire orbit.

3.4  Output Files

 MEMR2 produces a collection of output files that describe both the aggregate meteoroid 
environment along the entire provided trajectory and the instantaneous environments correspond-
ing to each input state vector or TLE. These files and brief  descriptions of their content are listed 
in table 2; the following sections describe each file in more detail.

 In all cases, the flux and speed information presented in the output files are computed rela-
tive to the spacecraft. The output data also account for gravitational focusing and planetary shield-
ing effects where applicable (i.e., for the Earth and lunar submodels). MEMR2 does not report 
environment uncertainties; the standard deviation output files report the observed variation in flux 
along the provided spacecraft trajectory.

3.4.1  Main Output, Average, and Standard Deviation Files

 3.4.1.1  Main Output File.  The main output file (which is named by the user during initial-
ization; see sec. 3.2.2.2) contains all the information needed to repeat a calculation, including the 
MEM version number, submodel choice, input file name, limiting mass, spacecraft orientation, and 
the trajectory information itself. The main output file always returns trajectory information in the 
form of state vectors, regardless of whether the user provided state vectors or TLEs.

 For each input state vector, the main output file reports the total cross-sectional meteoroid 
flux summed over all directions and speeds in units of particles per square meter per year (line 17 
in fig. 12). This is equivalent to the meteoroid flux on a sphere per square meter of cross-sectional 
area (see sec. 4.3.1 for more discussion of this flux).
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Figure 12.  Example main output file. The header (lines 1–11) lists the user’s input file and 
parameter choices as well as the software version. The chosen output coordinate 
system (in this case, body-fixed) is apparent from the surfaces listed in line 18.

 The main output file also reports a table of the average meteoroid speed incident on 
each face of a cube with the spacecraft’s orientation (see sec. 4.3.2). The total flux incident on 
each surface is reported at the top (line 20 in fig. 12), followed by the flux in each speed interval 
(lines 22–36). Speed bins are labeled with the midpoint of the speed range, i.e., 2.5 km/s for mete-
oroids ranging from 0 to 5 km/s. The faces of the cube are aligned with the user’s chosen coordi-
nate system (compare figs. 12 and 13). MEMR2 also reports the flux on surfaces facing the Earth, 
facing the Sun, and facing away from the Sun. These orientations may apply to communications 
equipment and solar panels, respectively. The lunar submodel reports the flux on the Moon-facing 
surface in place of an Earth-facing surface.
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Figure 13.  Example main output file. In this case, the chosen output coordinate system is ECI, 
and this choice is reflected in the surfaces listed in line 18. 

 The user may specify that the spacecraft is rotating about either the velocity or angular 
momentum vector. In these cases, MEM reports the flux on the two nonrotating surfaces (i.e., the 
ram and flux directions for a spacecraft rotating about its velocity vector) as well as that on the 
rotating surfaces. See figure 14 for an example.

 Each line of input used by MEM has a corresponding flux table regardless of whether the 
inputs were processed sequentially from the input file or using a randomly drawn selection of state 
vectors from the input file. For random sample runs, the state vector numbering in the main results 
file reflects the MEMR2 processing order and does not correspond to their ordering in the input 
file. The use of average speeds in risk assessment may underestimate vehicle risk. The MEO recom-
mends the use of meteoroid speed distributions.
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Figure 14.  Example main output file. In this case, the chosen output coordinate system is ECI, 
and the spacecraft is rotating about its angular momentum vector. Both of these 
choices are reflected in the surfaces listed in line 18.

 3.4.1.2  AvgResults.out.  The average main output file reports the numerical ‘average’ of all 
flux values presented in the main output file. Unlike the main results file, which is named by the 
user, this file is always named ‘AvgResults.out.’ The format (see fig. 15) is similar to that of the main 
results file, but only one average environment is presented and the individual state vectors are not 
listed.

 3.4.1.3  StdDevResults.out.  The user can also opt to ‘output standard deviation files.’ The 
first of these is the main standard deviation file (‘StdDevResults.out’; see fig. 16). This file mimics 
the format of the main and average results files, but reports the standard deviation in the flux.
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Figure 15.  Example average main output file (‘AvgResults.out’). Note the similarity to figure 12 
and the absence of state vector information. The last line of data in this example file 
is line 32.

Figure 16.  Example standard deviation main output file (‘StdDevResults.out’). The format is 
identical to that of the average results file (‘AvgResults.out’; see fig. 15), but standard 
deviations are reported rather than averages. The last line of data in this example file 
is line 32. 
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3.4.2  Individual Speed Distributions and Associated Files

 For each spacecraft state vector or TLE used, MEMR2 outputs the flux within a 3D grid  
in azimuth, elevation, and velocity. The resolution and orientation of this grid is chosen by the user 
at the beginning of a run (see secs. 3.2.2.10 and 3.2.2.4). The first column in the file reports the 
lower elevation limit for a grid cell; therefore, the first value will always be –90 and the last value 
will be 85, 86, or 89, depending on the chosen resolution. The second column in the file reports 
the low value for azimuth; the first value will always be 0 and the last value 355, 356, or 399. Each 
of the remaining columns corresponds to a speed bin. Speed values are not reported in the speed 
distribution files, but are listed in the main results file. These files have the following additional 
characteristics:

• Unlike the main results files, these files have no header. The user may keep a copy of the main 
output file as a record of the calculation.

• For some runs, the first few lines may contain zero meteoroid flux. This is normal for a spacecraft 
in LEO when the body-fixed output coordinate frame is selected. In this case, the Earth shields 
the spacecraft from nadir-originating meteoroids.

• These files report the meteoroid flux per angular bin. These bins are not equal in area and cover 
smaller portions of the sky in the zenith and nadir directions (see fig. 17). If  the user wishes  
to generate plots of meteoroid flux as a function of direction, he or she will need to convert flux 
per angular bin to flux per square degree or, alternatively, use the igloo output files (sec. 3.4.3).

(a) (b)

F17_1532

Figure 17.  Examples of (a) quasi-equal area threat igloo and (b) azimuth and elevation grid. 
These examples are for 5° angular resolution.
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 3.4.2.1  SpdDistMapi.out.  As MEM analyzes the meteoroid environment along a given 
trajectory, it produces a series of files named SpdDistMapi.out, where i is the state vector number. 
The number of individual speed distribution files should be equal to the number of input state 
vectors or TLEs, or, if  the random draw option is used, the number of random draws. These files 
are used to compute all other output files, and are by default deleted at the end of a run. If  the user 
wishes to keep all individual speed distribution files, each of which corresponds to a state vector or 
TLE, the user can opt to ‘output intermediate distribution files.’

 3.4.2.2  AvgSpdDistMap.out.  This file reports the average of all SpdDistMapi.out file data; 
it is analogous to AvgResults.out but reports the flux to the chosen angle and speed resolution. The 
format is identical to that of the SpdDistMapi.out files.

 3.4.2.3  StdDevSpdDist.out.  This file reports the standard deviation of the flux values in the 
speed distribution files; these standard deviations correspond to the averages in AvgSpdDist.out. 
These standard deviations quantify the variation in the meteoroid environment along the given tra-
jectory and do not provide information regarding the uncertainty of the environment model. The 
format is identical to that of the SpdDistMapi.out and AvgSpdDistMap.out files.

3.4.3  Threat Igloo Files

 The speed distribution files completely describe the meteoroid environment along the given 
trajectory to the user-specified resolution. However, the angular bins in the azimuth and elevation 
grid vary in size. Therefore, MEM also provides the user with an alternate description of the envi-
ronment, in which flux is divided into an ‘igloo’ of quasi-equal area angular bins. The azimuthal 
width of these bins varies such that the solid angle subtended stays roughly constant; for example, 
the angular area of the 5° igloo bins ranges from 24.35 to 26.17 square degrees.

 These igloo files provide a quasi-equal area projection of the meteoroid environment as seen 
by the spacecraft. Blocks in the ‘equator,’ or 0° elevation row, span equivalent ranges in elevation 
and azimuth. For a 1° resolution choice, these blocks will be approximately 1 square degree in size. 
As elevation increases, the number of blocks in a ring decreases in order to maintain an angular 
area similar to that in the 0° ring. Figure 17 illustrates this threat igloo concept. These igloo distri-
bution files are used by BUMPER, the Johnson Space Center risk assessment tool.

 Igloo files begin with nine columns of information specifying block location within the 
igloo. The first three columns are block indices: the first column is an element identification num-
ber, the second column is the elevation ‘ring’ index (i), and the third column is the block index 
within that ring (j). The next four columns report the lower and upper bounds on elevation angle 
for the given block followed by the lower and upper bounds on azimuth. Finally, the eighth and 
ninth columns contain the midpoint value for elevation and azimuth. Fluxes are reported in col-
umns 10 and greater; the number of columns is determined by the chosen speed resolution.
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 3.4.3.1  AvgMEMIglooDist.out.  MEMR2 does not produce individual igloo files for each 
state vector. However, the average environment is reported in AvgMEMIglooDist.out.

 3.4.3.2  StdDevMEMIglooDist.out.  If  the user chooses to ‘output standard deviation files,’ 
MEM will produce a standard deviation file in the igloo format. This file contains the standard 
deviation of the flux in each igloo bin, computed over the entire spacecraft trajectory in line 18.
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4.  INTERPRETING MEMR2 OUTPUTS

 The MEMR2 software offers the user a choice of multiple coordinate frames and spacecraft 
orientations, and also reports meteoroid fluxes to varying levels of detail. This section aids the user 
in the correct interpretation and use of MEMR2 outputs.

4.1  Viewing Results and Making Plots

 Once MEMR2 has completed its calculations and the user has clicked ‘OK’ in the pop-up 
notification to return to the main GUI, the user has several options to view results from within the 
application. The user may opt to ‘View Results,’ prompting the software to open the main output 
file using the WordPad text editor. If  WordPad is not installed, the plain-text results file can be 
opened with another text editor.

 The user can also choose to ‘Make Plot,’ which will prompt MEMR2 to plot the average 
flux per speed bin (see fig. 18 for an example). The number of points plotted is determined by the 
velocity resolution choice made by the user, but the user can adjust the plot limits by right-clicking 
on the graph. There is no option to save the plot aside from a screen capture, but the graph can be 
reproduced from the AvgSpdDistMap.out file. Each column in this file corresponds to a speed bin 
and each row corresponds to a direction; the overall speed distribution can thus be obtained by 
summing over all rows.

Figure 18.  Example speed distribution plot generated within the 
MEMR2 main user interface after completion of a run.
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4.2  Coordinate Frames

 For each submodel, the user can choose to receive output data in either a body-fixed or 
an inertial coordinate frame. In this section, each of these reference frames is described in detail, 
making frequent reference to a ‘central body.’ For Earth-orbiting spacecraft, the central body is the 
Earth; for lunar-orbiting spacecraft, the central body is the Moon; and for interplanetary space-
craft, the central body is the Sun.

 Users should note that the meteoroid environment is directional and, as the spacecraft 
changes directions relative to the Sun, the meteoroid directionality will change as well. Earth- and 
Moon-orbiting spacecraft may benefit from shielding effects, where the central body blocks a por-
tion of the meteoroid environment. As the spacecraft changes position relative to the central body, 
the section of the environment that is blocked will shift, possibly resulting in noticeable changes in 
meteoroid directionality and flux.

4.2.1  Body-Fixed Coordinate Frames

 In a body-fixed reference frame, the spacecraft’s velocity vector relative to the central body 
defines the x̂ direction (see fig. 19). Thus, x̂ points in the spacecraft’s ram direction, while the wake 
direction corresponds to −x̂. For Earth- and lunar-orbiting spacecraft, the spacecraft’s angular 
momentum vector about the central body defines ŷ; i.e., ŷ = ĥ = ̂r × x̂. The ẑ direction is then defined 
by the cross product of the x̂ and ŷ directions. The body-fixed coordinate frame is defined differ-
ently for interplanetary spacecraft; in this submodel, ẑ = ĥ = ̂r × x̂, while ŷ = ẑ × x̂ (see fig. 20). This 
difference in coordinate frame definition tends to align the z-axis with ecliptic north for interplan-
etary spacecraft.

x = v

z = x × y

y = r × v
r

z

x

y

F19_1532

(a) (b)

ˆˆˆ

ˆˆ

ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

Figure 19.  Illustrations of (a) body-fixed and (b) inertial coordinate frames for the Earth and 
lunar submodels. The sphere in each diagram represents the central body (Earth or 
Moon), while the spacecraft is represented by a cube. For a prograde orbit, the y-axis 
will tend to point in the direction of the central body’s north pole. For a retrograde 
orbit, the reverse is true, as shown in this diagram. For a perfectly circular orbit, ẑ = ̂r.
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Figure 20.  Illustrations of (a) body-fixed and (b) inertial coordinate frames for the interplanetary 
submodel. The sphere in each diagram represents the Sun, while the spacecraft is 
represented by a cube. For a prograde orbit, the z-axis will tend to point towards  
ecliptic north. For a retrograde orbit, the reverse is true, as shown in this diagram.  
For a perfectly circular orbit, ŷ = −r̂.

 Users should note that although r̂ and v̂ are perpendicular for a spacecraft on a circular 
orbit, this is not the case for eccentric or transfer orbits. For near-circular orbits, the main output 
file will show similar if  not identical fluxes and speeds for certain surfaces (for example, Earth- 
facing and nadir surfaces).

4.2.2  Inertial Coordinate Frames

 In an inertial reference frame, x̂ points in the direction of the vernal equinox at epoch J2000; 
this vector is identical for each central body and submodel. The x-y plane is then taken to be either 
the central body’s equatorial plane (for Earth- and lunar-orbiting spacecraft) or the ecliptic plane 
(for interplanetary spacecraft). The ẑ is perpendicular to this plane and points toward geographic, 
selenographic, or ecliptic north. The inertial coordinate systems for the Earth, Moon, and inter-
planetary submodels are also known, respectively, as ECI, MCI, and ecliptic reference frames. The 
epoch in each case is 12:00 UT on January 1, 2000, or J2000.

4.2.3  Azimuth and Elevation

 In addition to reporting the so-called ‘cube fluxes’ reported in the main output file, MEMR2 
also reports the flux per angle interval in the speed distribution and igloo files. These angles, φ and 
θ, are defined relative to the chosen output reference frame. The azimuth, θ, measures position 
within the x-y plane, where θ = 0° along the +x-axis and θ = 90° along the +y-axis. The elevation 
angle, φ, measures displacement from the x-y plane; φ = 90° along the +z-axis, φ = 0° in the x-y 
plane, and φ = −90° along the −z-axis. For the user’s reference, table 4 gives the azimuth and eleva-
tion angles for the cube faces reported for a body-fixed frame.
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Table 4.  Azimuth and elevation angles corresponding to the six cube faces reported for  
a body-fixed frame. Note that ĥ = ŷ for the Earth and lunar submodels, while ĥ = ẑ 
for the interplanetary submodel. 

θ φ
Ram v, x 0° 0°
Wake –x 180° 0°
Port ŷ 90° 0°
Starboard –ŷ 270° 0°
Zenith or ‘North’ z 0° 90°
Nadir or ‘South’ –z 0° –90°

4.2.4  Two-Line Element Coordinate Frame

 All input state vectors are required to be in J2000 ECI, MCI, or ecliptic coordinates. How-
ever, TLEs are defined in a TEME reference frame (<http://celestrak.com/columns/v04n03/>). The 
SGP4 propagator, which is used by MEM to convert TLEs to state vectors, preserves this reference 
frame, resulting in a coordinate frame inconsistency.

 This inconsistency in reference frame is thought to be insignificant compared to the accu-
racy limitations of TLEs.19 Nevertheless, the user should keep this issue in mind; for the most 
accurate results, users should convert TEME state vectors to J2000 state vectors using a tool such 
as STK (see appendix B for an example). 

4.3  Flux Reporting

 MEMR2 reports the meteoroid flux to several levels of fidelity; this section discusses the 
types of meteoroid flux reported so that the user can better determine which suits his or her needs.

4.3.1  Total Cross-Sectional Flux

 The lowest fidelity flux describing the environment is the ‘cross-sectional flux’ reported in 
the main and average output files. This quantity is simply the sum of the meteoroid flux over all 
directions and speeds; it is equivalent to the total flux incident on a spherical spacecraft. The flux  
is expressed per square meter of cross section.

 This flux can easily be converted to the flux on one side of a randomly tumbling plate by 
dividing by four. This factor of four arises from the ratio of the cross-sectional area to surface area 
of a plate (which is unity) relative to that of a sphere (which is 1/4).

ˆ

ˆ
ˆ

ˆ ˆ
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4.3.2  Cube Fluxes

The main and average results files also report the meteoroid fluxes incident on a cubic space-
craft. The normal vectors of the six cube faces (ram, wake, port, starboard, zenith, and nadir) are 
aligned with the axes of the body-fixed coordinate frame (described in sec. 4.2.1). In general, the 
sum of these ‘cube fluxes’ does not and should not equal the cross-sectional flux (sec. 4.3.1). While 
a sphere presents the same cross-sectional area in all directions, the apparent cross-sectional area of 
a cube varies with viewing angle (see fig. 21).

(a) (b) (c)

F21_1532

Figure 21.  A cube with unit side length viewed from three different directions: 
(a) face-on, (b) vertex-on, and (c) nearly edge-on, demonstrating how  
a cross section varies with viewing angle. For the sake of comparison, 
the outline of a sphere of unit cross-sectional area is overlaid as a 
dashed black line. 

In addition to the above surfaces, MEMR2 also calculates the flux on surfaces facing the 
Earth or Moon, facing the Sun, and facing away from the Sun. Communications equipment and 
solar panels may have surfaces with these alignments. For each surface, MEMR2 reports not only 
the total flux (denoted ‘Total Flux’) but also the flux per speed interval, where the size of these 
intervals is determined by the user’s resolution choice.

4.3.3  Flux on a Rotating Spacecraft

If  a spacecraft rotates as it moves along its trajectory, the cube surfaces discussed in sec-
tion 4.3.2 may not be meaningful. Instead, the user can choose to calculate the flux for a spacecraft 
that is rotating about its angular momentum or velocity vector. If  the spacecraft is rotating about 
the velocity vector, flux on the ram and wake surfaces will still be reported along with the flux on 
the rotating surface (all other directions). If  the spacecraft is rotating about the angular momentum 
vector, flux on the zenith and nadir surfaces will be reported along with the flux on the rotating 
surface.
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 The user is cautioned that the flux on the rotating surface is not equivalent to the flux on 
four sides of a nonrotating cube. In the case of rotation about the angular momentum vector, for 
example, the incident flux per square meter of an azimuthally averaged cross section is reported. 
For a unit meter cube, this azimuthally averaged cross section is 4/π m2, or roughly 1.273 m2. More 
generally, the azimuthally averaged cross section of a non-concave generalized cylinder is sh/2π, 
where s is circumference and h is height. Although performing this conversion may seem inconve-
nient, it is the cross-sectional area that determines how many meteoroids impact the spacecraft, 
while the ratio of the circumference to cross section depends on spacecraft shape.

 As far as MEMR2 is concerned, these rotation options correspond to the spacecraft ran-
domly changing its orientation about the rotation axis. There is no option to specify the rotation 
rate; the speed of spacecraft surfaces due to rotation is assumed to be negligible compared to the 
spacecraft’s speed relative to the central body (Earth, Moon, or Sun). If  the orientation of the 
spacecraft at each point in time is known, the user can perform postprocessing to extract more pre-
cise fluxes.

4.3.4  Igloo and Speed Distribution Files

 For more detailed directional information, users can refer to the igloo and speed distribu-
tion files (AvgSpdDist.out and AvgMEMIglooDist.out). These files are described in section 3.4; 
each provides the flux per speed interval and per solid angle interval. AvgSpdDist.out divides the 
flux into a regular grid in azimuth and elevation and the size of the directional bins is proportional 
to cos φ. AvgMEMIglooDist.out, in contrast, divides the flux into azimuth and elevation bins that 
are approximately equal in size (see fig. 17).

4.3.5  Instantaneous Environment Information

 For those users requiring high fidelity in speed, direction, and time, MEMR2 offers the 
option of saving the so-called ‘intermediate files.’ These files, named SpdDistMapi.out, give the 
instantaneous meteoroid environments corresponding to each input state vector. If  desired, the 
user can convolve each environment with the spacecraft’s geometry, taking its attitude into account. 
Alternatively, the user can feed these environments along with spacecraft shape and orientation 
information into a risk assessment tool such as BUMPER (<http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/
techtransfer/technology/MSC-23774-1-bumper.html>).
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APPENDIX A—FAQ AND TROUBLESHOOTING

 This section describes several common issues the user may encounter and the fixes for them.

 If  the program crashes, check to make sure there is enough RAM and available hard drive 
space for the program to run.

 If  the program still crashes, gather as much information as you can about the type of com-
puter you have and the specific test case you are running. Most likely there will be intermediate files 
left in the directory; save these and notify the MEO.

Q. MEM exits immediately after the user hits ‘Calculate.’

A. Missing input or data files can cause MEMR2 to exit in this manner. Verify that all six binary 
data files (see table 2) and the user-generated input file are in the same directory as the MEMR2 
executable.

Q. MEM exits immediately after the user hits ‘Calculate’ with a Windows dialog error 
‘TODO:<File Description> has stopped working.’

A. The user may not have write permissions for the installed MEMR2 folder. If  the permissions 
cannot be altered, the user can reinstall MEM in a less restricted directory. See section 3.1 for 
more information.

Q. State vectors or TLEs are missing from the main output file.

A. This can result from too short a header in the input file. If  the data begin before line 7 in the 
input file, MEM will miscategorize the data as header text. Check that the header is exactly six 
lines long.

Q. The last state vector in the main output file is repeated.

A. This error may occur if  there are empty lines at the end of the input file. Please ensure that there 
is no text in the input file following the last state vector value.

Q. The GUI is unresponsive.

A. Once the user clicks ‘Calculate,’ MEM begins its environment calculation. Control of the GUI 
is not returned to the user until calculations are complete and the user clicks ‘OK’ in the noti-
fication pop-up window. If  the program is running, output files will regularly appear in the 
MEMR2 directory.
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Q. Output files do not appear in the MEMR2 directory.

A. When using the Windows 7 operating system, the output files may not appear in the installation 
directory even though the program completes without error. If  this occurs, look for a menu bar 
option called ‘Compatibility Files’ within File Explorer. Clicking this menu option will take you 
to a file path in a virtual store location. The output files are stored here, and the user can move 
these files to the MEMR2 directory or store them in a user-specified location.
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APPENDIX B—GENERATING INPUT FILES WITH SYSTEMS TOOL KIT

 MEM users may use TLEs to describe a spacecraft’s trajectory. In some cases, however, 
TLEs are only available at times corresponding to a single point in an orbit, and thus do not ade-
quately cover the spacecraft’s trajectory. To avoid this problem, the user can convert TLEs to state 
vectors; as an example, the process for loading TLEs into STK (release 10) is described as follows:

 (1)  Create a new scenario; STK offers this option on startup by default. The ‘Insert STK 
Objects’ dialog should appear.
 (2)  Choose ‘Satellite’ and ‘From TLE File.’
 (3)  Select the TLE file and click ‘Insert.’ The satellite should appear in the scenario.
 (4)  Adjust the time span of the scenario to the desired interval, such as to one  
orbital period.

 To generate state vectors for this or any other user-defined trajectory, perform the following:

 (1)  Click on the ‘Report & Graph Manager’ button.
 (2)  On the right, click the ‘New Report Style’ button, enter a name such as ‘MEM Input 
Format,’ and hit return.

 (a) In the panel at left, scroll down to ‘Cartesian Position’ and click to expand.
 (b) Click to expand ‘J2000.’
 (c) Select ‘Time,’ ‘x,’ ‘y,’ and ‘z’ and click the arrow icon to add these fields to your 
report style.
 (d) Click to expand ‘Cartesian Velocity.’ 
 (e) Click to expand ‘J2000.’
 (f) Add ‘x,’ ‘y,’ and ‘z.’
 (g) Click on ‘Time’ in your report style, then ‘Units...’
 (h) Uncheck ‘Use Defaults.’
 (i) Choose ‘Julian Date (JDate)’ from the menu on the right. Click ‘OK.’ 
 (j) Click ‘OK’ again to close the report style. You can save this report style for future 
use and thus skip step 2 from now on.

 (3)  Select your style, the ‘Report/Graph’ option, and click ‘Generate.’ The resulting text 
should have a 6-line header followed by time, position, and velocity values. This report should be 
formatted for MEM input.

 (4)  Click the save icon in the report window to ‘Save as text.’ This will be your MEM  
input file.
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